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ABSTRACT 

The topological expansion of the 5-matrix implies that the Pomeron and f 

are the same Regge trajectory. We confront this hypothesis with data by suc

cessfully fitting atot at moderate energies in a Regge model containing only 

one prominent vacuum trajectory, plus the p and w. Couplings and intercepts 

obey the constraints imposed by the topological expansion. The cylinder coupling 

is found to be 0.16. Existing data on ww total cross sections are studied via 

FESR. The Pomeron-f identity is consistent with the analysis. The conventional 

picture is not. 

*Work supported in part by the U. S. Energy Research Development Administration 
under Contract No. E(ll-1)-68 and Contract No. W-7405-ENG-48; and in part by the 
National Science Foundation under Grant No. MPS75-14073. • 

I. Introduction 

The relationsiip of the Pomeron to other Regge siDaularities has been a 

puzzle for strong-interaction dynami~s. It has recently been proposed1 , on 

the basis of the topological2 or dual-unitarity approach3 to mulriparticle 

reactions that the Pomeron is not an aristocratic trajectory distinct from 

all other but merely the highest Reggeon (the f), ,elevated to prominence for 

t ~ 0 by its vacuum quantum numbers. The aechanism·responsible for its ele-

vat ion, described in topological language as .!:he "cylinder", is discussed 

in detail in Ref. 1. One starts from the planar 5-matrix with a set of 

exactly exchange-degenerate Regge trajectories wbose coupl1Das correspond. to 

ideal mixing, the cylinder breaks tbe·degeneracy of isosinglet trajectories 

and shifts their couplings from ideal. -vitlwut introducing any new Regge singu

larities. The shifts become extremely small £or large positive t but. are 

substantial near t•O. Leading natur~-parity I -- 0 trajectories with even 

charge conjugation are raised (e.g •• '"£ > .all). -uhile mid charge-conjugation 

trajectories are lowered (e.g., o..., <.up). These trajectory displacements and 

the associated coupliDa shifts are ~-ermined by a "cylinder operator" whose 

elements, it was argued in Ref. 1, -..hou1d be :DD11B:1.ngu1ar and approximately su3 

symmetric. The consequence is a. patt-ern of l-eading vector-tensor Regge tra

jectories and coupl.ings that gene~ tbe -sclleme of carlitz, Green ~nd Zee4 , 

with Pomeron and f being alternative-names .for the same -leading trajectory. -In 

the heretofo~e-accepted picture. w:lcb successfully correlates many experimental 

observations, there are two high-lying ~uum1rajectories: the Pomeron with 

o.p(o): 1 and the f, exchange-degenerate.vJ.th~. A 2 and w, at o.f(o): 0.5. The 

question addressed here is whetherPoaeroa-f identity~ within the trajectory 

pattern of the topological expansiaa, caa -be cDIIIpaUh1e vith experimental 

measurements of total cross sections. 

1. 



In approaching this question one must recognize that different hadronic 

degress of freedom have different effective thresholds and that some of 

these thresholds are not reached until high energy. Baryon production, for 

example, does not overcome kinematical inhibitions until s • 200 GeV2 . To 

represent such an elevated effective threshold requires complex Regge poles5 

the real parts of whose positions may be as high as 0.5, confusing the Pomeron~f 

identity issue. We shall attempt to avoid this confusion by using only data 

2. 

~the effective threshold for baryon production, and by consistently ignoring 

the baryon-number degree of freedom in our theoretical model, keeping only isospin 

and strangeness. We shall also ignore the high-threshold degree of freedom pre-

sumed responsible for the newly discovered family of particles with masses ~ 3 GeV. 

By neglecting some internal degrees of freedom, the intercept of the Pomeron in 

our model lies below the Reggeon-calculus "bare" Pomeron, which is supposed to 

include all hadronic degrees o: freedom. The adjective bare reminds us that 

we are still lacking the renormalizing effects of components beyond the cylinder 

(handles) in the topological expansion6 We shall characterize our Pomeron 

with the adjective "embryonic" rather than bare. The bare Pomeron "intercept 

is probably above 1; our embryonic Pomeron has intercept slightly below 1. The 

transition from embryonic to dressed Pomeron is discussed by Dash and Koplik7 

The substantial K-w mass difference inhibits low-energy excitation of the 

strangeness degree of freedom, and this inhibition is not represented in the 

simple mOdel derived in Ref. 1. To do so would require complex poles, although 

the real parts of their positions would be lower than for poles associated_ with 

the baryon production threshold. 

We do not, therefore, claim a de-finitive status for the data fitting des-

cribed here but use it to illustrate the difficulty of diStinquishing on experi-

mental grounds between one or two vacuum trajectories. Were we to exclude strange-

3. 

particle production from the experiments to be considered we would be left 

with too small an energy range for meaningful conclusions. Our compromise 

+ + ± 
is to fit data on n·p, K-p and p p total cross sections for 5 GeV < plab < 30 GeV 

with a model that ignores complex poles as ~ell as cuts. 

Neglecting the complex poles arising from kaon ~roduction has some impor-

tant qualitative effects as ·will be mentiooed later. Rege cuts, vhicb correspond 

to higher components (handles) of the t~Dlogical·expansion, are ~ected to make 

contributions of the order of 10%. Furthermore, all:hougb the model of Ref. 1 

includes six trajectories, f, p, A
2

, w, f' and~. we Bha1l here neglect the 

lower-lying f' and ~. these latter being expected to couple Telatively weakly 

to the nucleon. We find that the leading four "trajectories, nt:h intercepts 

and couplings interrelated by a simple cyiinder uperatnr, ~~ an acceptable 

representation of the experimental ~icture. Ihe pa•mue•e•s defining onr model 

are summarized in Sec. II and the fit is nescribed in Sec. III. 

In Sec. IV we cons-ider the prediction o£_.,., mlli ~-::n.tal =nss sections 

that follows from the parameters determi:aed in Sec. m. Jn contrast to the 

conventional picture, which ~redicts a .flat eue:rgy Iiepemlence . .<>f the-.+ .. + (or 

"-"-) cross section, our model yields a "rising~ .at: .loo.- energy. Prelim-

inary "" experimental data is discussed witt. the hel:p. o£ -fin:ite-energy sum rules. 

II. A Simple !iodel for the Embryonic Pomeron 

The. general discussion given in Ref. 1 was illnsttated by a simple model 

based on six leading trajectories: f, w, p, A2, £', ¢. At the planar level 

the first four are degenerate, their co~ trajectory being labeled a0 , while 

the latter two are degenerate at ~ 3 ; the difference ~0 - ~ 3 is the sole mani

_festation of sr3 s~~etry breaking in the model. The cylinder perturbs only 

I = 0 states, so c and Ai remain at n
0

, while f moves up from ~0 • ~ moves down 

from "o• f' moves up from ~ 3 -and : moves down from "3" Labeling the_ cylinder 

• 

.. 

• 



strength as.k, a positive number, the f(Pomeron) trajectory. is located at 

• 

• ll c 
f 

l/2l 1 [ 2 2] ' 
2 , a0 + " 3 + 3k + · ca0 - a3 + k) + Bk J (II.l) 

while. replacement of k by -k in (II.l) gives the shifted w trajectory. Similar 

formulas locate the $ and f' trajectories but, as already remarked, we shall 

not use these latter two trajectories in our fit. 

Just as the trajectory locations are determined by planar parameters plus 

the cylinder coupling strength, so too are the shifted couplings constants. The 

4. 

additional parameters, y~ w f 
YN and YN' are required. These three 

could be interrelated, as in Formulas (11.2), if there eEist:ed an ac~at:e 

planar model of baryons. In the absence of such a :model we treat: the three 

as independent, making the total· number of ~aramet:ers eight:. 

Were the planar S-matrix exactly knoom, the cylimier strength k CDUl.d 

be computed. Estimates of k have ef£ex::t:ive.ly :been adrlEw!d by ut:hEr autlwrs 

but without sufficient precision for our l'orposes nere3 • Rough calculations 

3 8 have been made ' of the planar paTallll!brrs "i> :aDn g, ~ bootstrap c.omdliera-

tions9. Bootstrap constraints in time-,uay .sm:r:eed in~ Ul as:pect:s 

of .the planar S-matrix, but we do ..wt: in n:ts t>apeT at:b!J11Pt: t:D EZpln:lt sw:h 

5. 

c;~ considerations. 

0 

~) 

0 P, 

' 

Regge couplings to.charged pions and kaons were found in Ref. 1 to be 

y :!: 
r.+ 

2 g 
p 

y 
K; 

= ± g 

Az 
0 

A2 
= Yr.+ y 

K+ 
g 

f 
2 e+ f e+ + li g sin e+ y = g cos y = g cos 

,:;: K+ 

'" - 0 
w e - li g sin e - (II.2) y y !:g cos + 

'!!':; K+ 

+ 
where g is the planar coupling and ·the mixing angles e- are given by 

:dii k (II.3) 

"o - "3 ± k 

Up tv this point we have four di!:lecsionless parar.eters, :10 , ·l 3 , g and k. 

These paraoeters, toget~er with a ~i~ional parameter s 0 to set the energy 

scale, suf!ice £or the description of -~, ~K and KK total cross sections. The 

accurate ·and extensive available data, however, i~volves nucleons, so three 

With an amplitude normalization such that: 

tot ( ) 0 ab s 
1 

we employ the Regge representation 

The choice of s as expansian vari:ah]Ja :i.5 "..wt: >IDilple, bltt ~he ambiguity 

{IIL~) 

cm.2) 

corresponds to Regge singularities tme ~ =~., helDW the leading singu-

larity anc should be ~o more serious t:~ ~ ~ 0: srrange-~article threshold 

~c·;:;:.plications and of Regge cuts. 
I 

'"~e ?lanar ?&rameter ~O = ~A2 (0) = 3;(0) ~as net:arnined to be 0.58 fr~ 

t~e .,.=p t9t_al cross section diff-erence. - i;e ~hen pYt:o~eded t:o fit rhe other p.ira-
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meters, with results displayed-in· Fig. l anq in Table I. With the 

possible exception of the w+p cross section the fit~ are seen to be 

excellent. Were the f (Pomeron) intercept determined entirely from the 

sum of n+p and w-p cross sections in this energy interval, one would find 

~f(O) to be lower than the value in Table by about 0.04. The corresponding 

combination of KN cross sections would give a slightly higher f intercept, 

by about 0.02, while Nli cross sections, taken alone, correspond almost exactly 

to the value of .e&f(O) in Table I. Such small discrepancies are attributable 

to strange-particle threshold effects (complex poles) and Regge cuts~ Neglect 

of these perturbations may easily displace intercepts by 0.1. Nothing in the 

data compels two comparably important vacuum trajectories with a spacing near 

0.5. A single vacuum trajectory, with intercept slightly below l fits, to 

within a few percent, all total cross section 1ata in this energy region. 

A qualitative discrepancy arises, however, if we isolate particular com

binations of cross sections. It has recently been pointed out11 , that L, 

defined as 

rises smoothly from plab of 6 GeV/c through FNAL energies, whereas our model 

predicts a gentle decrease over the. energy range we consider. However, as has 

been repeatedly emphasized, we have neglected threshold phenomena in this study. 

In our model 

If there were no strange degrees of freedom e+ • 0, whereas we have seen that 

0 + = 20• after strangeness has been excited. Thus we expect·~+ to. be strongly 

energy dependent as we sweep through the energy range where strange particles 

6. 

-are produced. Lis precisely that combination·wbich will have the most pronounced 

increase in energy as a result of K,i threshold phenomena. 'lihether or not proper 

incorporation of thresholds will provide a satisfactory fit to the data 

is an open question, but, qualitatively at least, the behavior discussed 

in Ref. l is not unexpected. 

We have listed the values of e&f·' (0) and e&' (0) in Table I even though 

these trajectories have been omitted from our fit. The low value of the ; 

intercept justifies a posteriori its neglect, but the f' intercept, only.O.l 

unit of J below the ;.: , indicates that· this trajectory may l'laY a significant 

role in moderate-energy Regge phenomenology. 

The usual argument for neglecting the f', ~ed to.it:s intercept, 

is the small f' coupling to ·nucleons and pions • acconlins to the Okubo-Zweig-

lizuka rule. How accurate is the OZI rule? Vio~ion is measured by the 

mixing angle e+, which in Table I is det:ermflll!d to be 20~ at t=O. Such a 

violation is relatively small but will be ~ if ~ge cuts and 

the strange-particle threshold complication can be handled and one attempts 

to go beyond the few percent accuracy level. A 20" lllixl.ng ~e, if fact, 

looks substantial if one remembers that the Totation needed to move the f 

from ideal mixing to pure SU 3 singlet coapl.inp is only 35 •. That is to say, 

the f(Pomeron) couplings at to-O, with-e+ as .pven :In Table I, are roughly 

midway between these two extremes. For the .Jo: trajectory_ the QZ.I-rule-violating 

mixing angle of 34" listed.in Table I should be compared to the -55" rotation 

needed to pass from ideal mixing to su3 octet. 
... 

The strength of the cylinder is ,..,.,.ured by the angles 9-, and also by 

the parameter k. FoTlllollas (II.l) and (11.3) illus=at:e that the largeness 

or smallness of k is to be judged by its magnitude relative to the displacement 

"o - "'3· ~such a ~asis the Yalue k = 0.15 at t=-0 is seen to be inter.nediate--

neither verj large '"'" ,•ery small. " useful ?racti.;al observation is that k(O) 

7. 
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is sufficiently small as to allow a reasonably accurate second-order pertur-

bation approximation to formUlas such as (11.1) or (II.3). On the other hand, 

the first-order approximation, in predicting that the spacing between Pomeron 

and p is the same as between p and w, is in qualitative disagreement both with 

the exact formula from our simple model (see Table I) and with experimental 

observation. It is also interesting that the spacing between the planar inter-

cepts o
0

(0) and o
3

(0) turns out close to that which may be inferred from w-$ 

and f-f' mass differences together with the principle of asymptotic planarity
12 

The two planar trajectories o0(t) and o 3(t) seem to maintain a fairly constant 

spacing : 0.35 units of J. 

Because of the necessity to introduce three separate parameters for nucleon 

couplings, it is difficult to judge how well the 1r-K coupling constraints (11.2) 

8 •. 

have been tested, but it is interesting that these constraints have led in Table 

to a large deviation· from the oft-stated "universality" rule, yNw = 3 yN°, whereas 

thew universality rule 3 yKw = Ypw is roughly satisfied. Both these conclusions 

are compatible with previous results
13 

IV. "" and 1rK Total Cross Sect:ions 

One may straightforwardly convert the paramet.ers of Table I into "" and 11K 

total cross sections. Let us now consider these predictions, shown in Fig. 2. 

Because our model not only breaks exchange degeneracy but contains no 

Pomeron separate fran the f, it seems to deviate qualitatively from the Harari

Freund picture of ·two-component duality14 •15 , a picture celebrated for its simple 

explanation of energy - independent total cross sections in exotic channels. Although 

our model has Danaged to accomodate the observed weak energy dependence of K+p 

and P? cross sections (Fig. l), one might ~ticipate fr~ out picture a strong 

variation·with energy in the~-~- (or T+~+) cross section--where only and 

co~tribute and there is nc chance f~r multi-trajectory compensat;ons. Fig. 

nevertheless shows that: above s = 5 GeV
2 our model'. s prediction f9r this exot:ic 

cross section is almost flat. .The predicted decrease at very law energy 

will be difficult to dissociate from an inelastic tb%esho1d effect, so there 

is little prospect that any measurement of the ,-"lf- aoss section vi.ll change 

the minds of those who are skeptical of Pomeron-f identity. 

At present the only available , data is at Yat:ber ~ energies. The 

u +-
CERN-Munich collaboration has produced ~ ~ , ~at:al cross 

section information in the range 0.4 < s < 3.fi eevl and·for "lf-~- ±D the range 

0. 4 < s < 1. 4 GeV 2
• By applying fi:ni:t.. .energy 5Dill ruJa; (FESli.)J.l .t:o rllis .da.t:a 

it ·is possible to check some of the mllllbers·:bl TahJ.e I. What ~ fYDIIl such 

an eXercise? 

The FESR consistency of the p :::mudel. :fur~ e><rlmnge has J.ong 

ago been established~8 and we are not~ with~ _simple :pir.t:ure. With 

our parameterization, the odd-sigoa.t:ure EESR.~ .t:D ~,~-= 3.0 ~ 0.4, to be 

compared to the number from Table. II: y ll = ~g = 2.96. 1k .an> iB!re clumsing 

" 
the FESR upper Umit at s = 2.2 eev-2, =i.doray hen.een ~ 2 

-ami -:m/. Al=tbnugb 

the " " data extends only to s = 1.4 .;;e.,-2, -tim ~ture ~ :is insen-

sitive to the unmeas=ed interval •. 

For the subject of· this -paper .:it: .is :die EVen siWF¢=e exrbange t:.b.a%: is 

interesting; and here ~e ......-yet ump=emn>d ~ins is significant for 

the sum rule. Assuming the same val.ue (:5 :mb) :for ,:t:~t:- between s = 1.4 eev-2 " .. 
and s = 2. 2 Ge\·2 as is found at s -= 1.4 Ge\,2, the EVen-negative FESR yields 

Y,/ o 2.7:!: O.ti, to be compared to-r./= 2g cori+ = 2.79 frD!!l Table I. Accord

ing to Fig. 2 such an extrapolat:i.on of ·:the data :is yeasonable. There is thus 

no difficulty in assigning the entire s~rength of the I=O FESR ~o a single 

trajectory. 

;..-:'"l.at hap?E:ns •'"hen one etnploys -r..he crmve:n:r.!o:1.al pi:.t.ure of f ,- ex;:hange-

degenerate .ri th .:. , together vi th a separate Pomeron of in::ercept 1·? Most 

9. 

r~ioder for the Po:eron, corresponding to an asymptotic v.~ to:al cross sectio~· 
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of only 3 mb. To achieve a more reasonable asymptotic total n~ cross section 

(- 14mb), o-f exchange degeneracy must be violated by -so%. The situation 

for the conventional picture is thus uncomfortable, but it is clouded by the 

even-signature FESR sensitivity to energies above 1 GeV. 

10. 

Qualitatively, the "experimentally-observed approximate equality .in strength 

of Pomeron and o gives support to Pomeron-f identity. The conventional picture 

gives no explanation of the magnitude of Pomeron coupling; any similarity 

between Pomeron and o is accidental. 

v. Conclusions 

We have demonstrated in this paper that Pomeron-f identity within a 

simple Regge-pole model is compatible with experimental total cross section 

information at energies where no more than the isospin and strangeness degrees 

of freedom are excited. To cover a broader energy range would require not 

only Regge cuts but complex Regge poles associated with high-threshold internal 

hadronic degrees of freedom such as baryon number. Even in the moderate interval 

considered here cuts and complex poles are expected to contribute at the 10% 

level, the parameters of Table I carrying a corresponding uncertainty. 

Because the model employed in our fit ignores high-threshold degrees of 

freedom, such as baryon number, we have characterized the Pomeron·of this paper 
19 

-as "embryonic." The "bare" Pomeron, a pole that neglects the renormalizing 

effect of Regge cuts but includes all intemal degrees of freedom, will lie 

somewhat higher, probably above 1 at t•O, but such a bare Pomeron, if applied 

to moderate-energy data, must be accompanied by lower-lying threshold-related 

complex poles. 

The success of our fit draws attention to the already-known but often over

looked experiment~ fact that Pomeron parameters are not far fro: those of that 

arch typical "normal" Reggeon , the;;. i<e attribute the modest P0111eron~ differ-

ences to a cylinder shift ..nose magnitude at c-o is no mystery. This magnitude 

has been semi-quantitatively estimated3 in· terms of measured triple-Regge 

couplings· and has been shown to connect reasonably with vector and tensor 

meson deviations from exchange degeneracy and ideal mixing
12 

The t=O cylinder coupling deduced here· from total cross section data 

const.itutes one element in a more general picture of "asymptotic. planarity", 

according to which cylinder strength decreases monotonically with increasing 

t. As explained in Ref. 12 the leading vacuum trajectory shifts gradually 

from the classical Pomeron characteristics of pure SU 3 singlet ·couplings and 

small slope at large negative t to the classical f characteristics of ideal 

couplings and exchange degeneracy (with p, A2 and ~> at large positive t. 

At t=O the transition has proceeded approximately halfway, so both the label 

"Pomeron" and the label "f" can claim legitimacy. 
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Figure Captions 
t 

TABLE I Figure 1: The model fit, with the parameters in Table I, to moderate energy 

(Asterisk denotes a fitted parameter.) 
pp, ~p, and Kp total cross·sections. The data are from reference t 

• ~· 10. 

(a) Intercepts 
Figure 2: A prediction, based· on the model of reference 1 and the parameters 

ao ~ af a af, Cl.¢ Q) of Table l,fot the TI~ total cross section, 

0.;13* * 0.23 0.96 0.41 0.31 -O.o6 

(b) Coupling constants 

g 7 f 
N 

w 
7N 

7 p 
N k 

1.49* * 5.89* 0.785 .. * 4.94 0.152 

{e) M1x1ng angles 

a+ e -

20.3° -3~.'f 

(d) Scale factor 

0.376 Gel* 

.. 
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